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THE HARTLIB PAPERS

SECOND EDITION

A Complete Text and Image Database of  the Papers of

SAMUEL HARTLIB

(c.1600-1662)

Held in Sheffield University Library.

Samuel Hartlib occupies a unique place in the intellectual history
of seventeenth-century England. He lived in London during the
ferment of  the Civil Wars and Commonwealth.  His life and work
put him at the centre of interlocking circles of individuals who
were at the forefront of the origins of experimental science,
educational reform, scientific and technical innovation as well as
medical change.

Hartlib’s Paperscorrespondence, working papers, treatises and
diaries by Hartlib and a multitude of collaboratorsgive
unparalleled access to one of the most dramatic periods in Europe’s
political and intellectual history.  The second edition of the Hartlib
Papers now includes major additional materials from other  collections.

See www.shef.ac.uk/hronline.
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Starting in the academic year 2002-2003, the University of
Amsterdam (dept. Religious Studies; subdepartment GHF:
History of Hermetic Philosophy and Related Currents) will offer
to international students the unique possibility of  following an
M.A. (Master’s) trajectory “Mysticism and Western Esotericism”
(either in a 1-year or a 2-year variant).

All courses will be in English. The currents and traditions in
question are approached from a critical empirico-historical
perspective, based upon close reading of relevant textual
materials and applying various theoretical and systematic
perspectives. For course descriptions and practical information
(admission requirements, how to enroll, etc.) see
www.amsterdamhermetica.com (section “Prospective Students”).

On the same website (section “Journal and Book Series”) you
can also find detailed information about the new academic journal
Aries: Journal for the Study of  Western Esotericism (publ. E.J. Brill),
including tables of contents and summaries in two languages
of  all articles published so far.

Finally, we call your attention to the section “links & sources”
on the same website: an interactive database where visitors of
the site can add their own information about new books, articles

M.A. in Mysticism and Western Esotericism


